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About This Game

Blade Ballet is a whirling dance of multiplayer robot destruction. Each character possesses a unique personality and special
abilities - use them to claim victory as you spin from one challenging arena to the next, battling for dominance in this action-

packed fighting game.

Blade Ballet is simple enough for anyone to pick up a controller and jump into the fray, but players must master the timing and
unique abilities of each bot to come out on top. This makes the game easily accessible to new players, while allowing for a high
skill ceiling to truly compete with your friends. Much of the Blade Ballet gameplay revolves around the innovative “blade spin”
mechanic – players control their rotation to sneak past their opponents’ defenses and secure the kill. Each arena also introduces

new game mechanics that players must incorporate into their strategies.
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Frantic duels to the death between two, three, or four players

Spinning and stabbing combat system that encourages simultaneously hectic and skillful clashes

Ten robots with unique mechanics and abilities

Nine battle arenas with challenging hazards to overcome - or use against your enemies

Three exciting modes to choose from - Robomination, Overclocked, and Blade Ball - customizable for endless
replayability

A good part of the flexibility of gameplay in Blade Ballet comes from the unique abilities of the bots. Players can choose to
master their skills with one bot by continually fine-tuning their abilities. Alternately, they can keep things fresh and chaotic by

switching up their bot picks for every match.
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Catbot: No bot is safe with this adorable deviant on the loose. Don't let that cute face fool you - she'll slice through your shields
without a second thought.

Torque: Yes, it will blend. Torque has no shields, but spins so fast in "Blender Mode" that any bot would be crazy to get within
his slicing range.

Syphon: How many swords is too many swords? Syphon steals the shields off other bots. Then he turns them into a ring of
slicing death.

Riot: This solid and imposing maneuverable bludgeon of a bot makes up for her lack of swords with spiked shields that
regenerate quickly over time.

Nix: Uses teleportation to effortlessly and mysteriously phase through enemies and line up the perfect attack. Commits fully to
each new location - if he goes off a ledge, there's no turning back.

Trigger: Hectic and unstable. Lives for mayhem. She loves nothing better than to sling powerful bombs across the stage,
wrecking everything in sight. Is not immune to self-destruction.

Ruckus: Powerful wrecking ball sweeps away all opposition. She uses a mace to reposition other bots at will. A mace-punch to
another bot's face is particularly effective in combat.
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Vanguard: This chivalrous, noble bot has strong ties to a bodyguard origin. Armored and heavy, with a blazing charge. Slow-
turning, but he makes up for it with a long reach.

DropJaw: Don't get too close to this bot unless you want to be laid low by a stunningly disruptive shockwave. His typical combo
includes jump into Ground Pound, finishing off with the stab of a sword.

STEVe: STEVe was never meant to battle in the Blade Ballet arena, but he gives it a good shot. The difficulty of mastering the
strafe and powerful lunge makes every landed hit worth celebrating.

Want to learn more? Check out the Meet the Bots page on our site.

Our goal is to keep gameplay interesting by having players navigate hazardous stages while dueling to the death. We've come up
with a variety of artistically, mechanically, and thematically interesting arenas for bots to battle across.
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Thanks for checking out the game. Love to hear what you think!

https://sketchfab.com/models/7662886ab28740638ff0d63ffac1f2d9
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The Game looked really good, but there is no getting used to the car(s) or figuring out how the game works. You are just
plunked down and off you go.

The driving seems unrealistic as in the Ford Mustang the back end slides out way too much.

Game has been deleted.

For me it was the worst money spent in Steam!. At first everything was fine and I quite liked it: there’s a load of screens, some
are pretty, the story is fine, and the mini games are correctly tied to the scenery actions… But it quickly went wrong. I got
almost invisible objects (the sock in the car), a lot of items on the veeeeeery lower edge on the screen, with only 3 tiny pixels to
see and click, some clumsily named items (nope, a ‘cutter knife’ isn’t a ‘knife’) and way too much back and force walking across
that huge map and those so numerous screens. Some mini games are also very annoying or too long like the one where you
throw stones in baskets, or the pond flowers one, ugh!
This game lacks some finish; it should have been beta tested. If it was, well those testers were superheroes with magic vision and
a crystal ball in each eye and they should be studied by the army in some dark secret underground base to steal their
superpowers secrets.
I generally finish my HO games as I like these a lot to unwind but not this one, I won’t bother. I do not recommend this game,
even for its low price. Stay away from it.. I can always appreciate a Countryball game.

It's a simple arcade game that's fun in bursts, but may get stale if you're trying to get every achievement.

The reason being is that there is only 1 constant music track, the quips get repetitive, and certain aspects of the game will slowly
eat away at your patience.  Homing "enemies" never give up. Ever. You can juke them all you like, but they'll get you
eventually, no matter how many times you lose them 

All that aside, it's a harmless meme game that's enjoyable to experience.. wow! cant get enough of this game, the giraffe alone
makes it more than worth the money haha! seriously a great game, recommend it highly!. An interesting puzzle-tactical game, in
which you need to master the elements and their interaction to occupy the board and prevent your opponents from doing the
same. As you level up your character and the game grows to be more challenging, you get access to additional spells that will
help you win \u2013 but your opponents can use those spells against you too. The game has very simplistic graphic concept
(essentially connecting and occupying slots with elements represented by colors) and nice music, and is real-time based, though
you can pause it to plan your next moves. I\u2019m quite enjoying it.. So you can fly over different environments. You can
spread your wings to glide better, although you still need your rocket boosters on. You can shoot guns. I think that's all there is
to this game. It's free.

I guess it's worth the download. Just wish there was something more to do or a goal.

Rating 5/10. When you start the game, it gives you four options:
-Play
-Uninstall
-Readme
-Exit

The correct one is the second one.. This Game is One of The Best From Call of Duty Series Amazing Single Player And
Wonderful Story Line Nice Co-op Nice Multiplayer EveryThing in This game is Best If you have the Money Dont Waste the
Time and buy This Game. This train is by far one of the best to be released by Dovetail. The model looks great. The cabin is
stunning and the sounds are beautiful.

Total reccomend, 10\/10. Microgons, some sort of "monster chess" I definitely see the potential for there to be a lot of strategy
here. I recommend this to anyone interested in playing some kind of pseudo chess where you pick the "pieces" like cards in a
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deck and fight against enemy's in 1v1.
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spent 6 mins in the game it need more work not even ready for pre alpher. Not bad, but the only reason to play this game was
artwork, that's quite nice.

On the cons side is a very high dependency on random, especially in getting acheivements and in table generation. It took me
about two hours of constant game restarting to randomize me characters necessary for completing acheivements.

All in all, I would recommend (but maybe it would be better to wait for some sale). i love ship paints, but i also like that this dlc
is somewhat optional, i hope they wont remove paints from the standard game just to sell this :P if they did it would remove
some of the grind and loot.

but other than that this dlc is worth it if you like ship customization, i bought it so i can get the "scarred" paint for the
trincomalee (fitting for a pirate ship eh?), i also heard about paints being added in the future, i hope they have scarred for
constitution.. Rest in peace Sumi. don't buy it, it's not freaking worth OMEGALUL.
The mapping is too bad, better play the custom map one.. It's pretty lit... Try it haha
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